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Awards

The Heritage Awards represent the recognition of excellence in the heritage sector. They are 
open to all South Africans who are contributing to the preservation, protection, promotion and 
conservation of any form of natural or cultural heritage. The awards honour business, public 
institutions, individuals, community groups and citizens whose innovations and commitment 
to South African heritage is of outstanding value. The heritage awards go further to provide 
recognition of transformation of the sector since 1994, while also aiming to facilitate growth of 
the sector.

The Ubuntu Award is the pinnacle of the Heritage Awards and provides global recognition of the 
spirit of Ubuntu. Ubuntu is a uniquely South African concept of putting people fi rst. The award 
is open to any person who mirrors the most profound values of humanity, compassion, respect, 
caring and sharing. The prestigious Ubuntu Award is South Africa’s fi rst global recognition of 
this value system.
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What are the Heritage Awards?
The Heritage Awards represents a signifi cant step by the Heritage Council to award and 
recognise major efforts towards the development of a sustainable heritage sector. Crucial to 
this is the understanding that vision of the heritage sector is both forward looking as well as 
respectful of our rich and diverse past. The awards are structured into two distinct segments, 
the fi rst is a series of national awards and the second a pinnacle award.

Why are the awards structured the way they are?
The awards are structured into two segments. The fi rst segment is made of the various Heritage 
Awards across various categories. These categories will be announced in early 2007. The 
second awards segment is the Ubuntu Award. The Ubuntu Award is the pinnacle of the Heritage 
Awards programme. 

Who qualifies to enter the Heritage Awards? 
Any South African citizen or organisation involved with heritage work, qualifi es to enter the 
Heritage Awards in the relevant categories.

Who qualifies to enter the Ubuntu Award?
The Ubuntu Award is open to any person around the world who represents the truest spirit of 
Ubuntu. This person does not need to be a South African resident or citizen, but can be anyone 
around the world who should be recognised and rewarded for their efforts.

How often are the awards handed out?
The Heritage Awards were launched in November 2006 and will be handed out annually by 
the Heritage Council of South Africa, the statutory body charged with the preservation and 
conservation of all the heritage sector. It is envisaged that the award will be made on or around 
Heritage Day on 24 September every year.

What is Ubuntu?
Ubuntu is a concept which speaks to the practice of “putting people fi rst”. It is the value system 
in which South Africans approach a variety of issues and challenges and represents a single 
national identity in terms of individuals, family and communities.

African people in this country have over centuries evolved a value system of Ubuntu; with its 
basic tenet “motho ke motho ka batho” [a person is a person through other people].

Are there similar awards handed out around the globe?
No, not for the heritage sector. Many nations around the world have chosen to create awards 
across various categories. Indeed, one of the most famous international awards is presented 
annually by the Nobel Foundation. These awards are presented in Medicine, Chemistry, 
Literature, Physics, Economics and Peace.

Frequently Asked Questions
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Chief Executive Officer
Adv Sonwabile Mancotywa

Foreword

The rain started pouring but it could still not stop (the people) from 
sharing their concerns and suggestions on how to make Ubuntu 
practical in society.

It was an emotional experience for me to sit in the 
audience and listen to young and old people speaking 
from the podium about their understanding of Ubuntu. 
Some of the messages and concerns were so true. It 
made me think deep. Very deep. Questions about how 
South Africa could help its people by “reclaiming Ubuntu 
for a better society” rattled in my mind. As I looked around 
me, people were anxious to talk, suggest and take a 
lead. Even those who were at fi rst hesitant to go to the 
podium, scuffl ed in the queue behind the microphone. 
The rain started pouring but it could still not stop them 
from sharing their concerns and suggestions on how to 
make Ubuntu practical in society. These expressions 
by the people were a good yardstick for measuring the 
success of the Ubuntu Imbizo. 

When President Thabo Mbeki called for the nation to bring back the values of Ubuntu at the 
Heritage Day celebration in Taung, North West Province on the 24th September 2005, it at fi rst 
appeared to be a fairly straightforward appeal. We at the National Heritage Council took this 
responsibility and had several interactions with various stakeholders to assess the feasibility 
thereof. It has proven to be a mammoth task. However, the support from the Offi ce of the 
Presidency persuaded us. We can not thank the Deputy President, Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka 
enough for gracing the Ubuntu Imbizo. Dr Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela is specifi cally thanked by 
the NHC for accepting the Ubuntu Award and giving a wonderful message.

The contribution of our partners and stakeholders; the South African Broadcasting Services, 
Mpumalanga Provincial Government and the Steve Tshwete Local Municipality is greatly 
appreciated.

Taking the Ubuntu campaign forward is one of our priorities for 2007 onwards. The critical 
suggestions made by the public ranging from academics and ordinary community members, 
traditional leaders and healers are contained in this report. This campaign has the potential of 
making fundamental headways in nation building and harmonious social cohesion. The people 
of this country owe it to the future generations and the self determination of the African people 
to make a success of the Ubuntu philosophy. Make it real. Make it our national identity.

Provinces in South Africa will be offered the opportunity to bid if they wish to host the Ubuntu 
Imbizo for the subsequent years commencing from 2007. The public is invited to contact us for 
initiatives and suggestions on Ubuntu and taking the campaign forward.
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“In the last 12 years our democratic government 
has made great strides in improving the material 
conditions of the people in our society. Provision 
of basic services and building of infrastructure 
has been at the heart of our macro economic and 
social policies. There are, of course, still challenges 
in the area of fi ghting poverty and unemployment. 
The greatest challenge has been, as Mandela 
puts it, provision of the RDP of the Soul which in 
essence is the infusion of Ubuntu into our policies 
and mindset. 

This imbizo is, therefore, a timely intervention in our 
society’s attempt to provide RDP of the soul.  The 
greatest challenge facing every one of us here and 
in our various communities is addressing these 
challenges using Ubuntu. 

How can we reincarnate our society with a spirit of Ubuntu by making concrete policy interventions 
and suggestions instead of sentimental utterances to make positive impact on people’s lives?  
As the head of the Moral Regeneration programme I will be keenly interested in your advice on 
how to re-energize our campaign utilising values of Ubuntu. 

We commend the National Heritage Council under the auspices of the Department of Arts and 
Culture, together with co-organisers of this event for heeding the call from our president and 
exploring ways of making real and operationalising Ubuntu as a value system that assists in 
addressing some of the challenges of our society. This is also a challenge to our intellectuals 
to give concrete meaning to Ubuntu in the context of our public policies and in redefi ning our 
national identity.”

The Imbizo resolved that the Offi ce of the Deputy President should be requested to take a lead 
in the Ubuntu Campaign.

Comment from the Deputy President

Deputy President
Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka
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Introduction and Background

The National Heritage Council, a statutory body charged with the co-ordination and transformation 
of the South African heritage sector, hosted a National Imbizo on Ubuntu and Nation-building 
in South Africa. This Imbizo was held on the 16th and 18th November 2006 at Botshabelo 
in Middleburg (Steve Tshwete Local Municipality) in Mpumalanga Province.  The Botshabelo, 
ironically, the place that represent a victory to a community that was forcibly removed during the 
apartheid era, will go down in history as the fi rst site of the Imbizo history. 

The Imbizo was inspired by a call from President Thabo Mbeki during last year’s Heritage Day 
celebration on the 24th September 2005 at Taung, Northwest Province. At this celebration and 
many other occasions, his speeches called on South Africans to revive and simplify Ubuntu 
as a potent tool that can make a major contribution to nation building around a set of values, 
philosophy, practices and norms which are contained in the African Philosophy of Ubuntu. 

The National Heritage Council views Ubuntu as a strategic resource and rich heritage that a 
liberated South Africa has barely utilised or acknowledged. Programmes and campaigns to 
revive Ubuntu and utilize it in many spheres {justice system, moral regeneration, revival of an 
African family, industrial relations, confl ict resolution, inter-generational relations, inter-group 
relations} of our society could be identifi ed and packaged systematically to enrich this African 
philosophy.

The Imbizo, therefore has lived up to its expectations of challenges facing South Africans to 
look deep into themselves in an effort aimed at fi nding solutions to their problems. Ubuntu has, 
as anticipated, proved to be a cross cutting platform that can be utilised to cement the gains of 
the democratic government and its people and provide the much needed vehicle to consolidate 
democracy, reconciliation and the broader nation building programme. 
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The Imbizo was graced by the attendance of approximately three thousand enthusiastic 
participants who came from all walks of life. Ordinary people, academics, traditional leaders, 
cultural workers, business people, politicians, the youth, women, people with disabilities, black 
and white citizens all came to be part of a historical meeting celebrating one of the unique 
human philosophies of our times.

Delegates and enthusiasts came from all the four corners of our country in their hundreds and 
thousands, hence it is impossible to enumerate them all in the small space provided by this 
report.

We enlist the names of the invited guests and dignitaries that graced the Imbizo in the table 
below:

Name Offi cial Capacity Organisation

1 Mrs Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka Deputy President Republic of South Africa

2 Mr Thabang Makwetla Premier Province of Mpumalanga

3 Khosi F P Kutama Chairperson National House of 
Traditional Leaders

4 Mr Pogisho E Phasha MEC for Health and 
Social Services

Mpumalanga Provincial 
Government

5 Ms Nomsa Mtsweni MEC for Sports arts and 
Culture

Mpumalanga Provincial 
Government

6 Mr Speedy Mashilo Mayor Nkangala District 
Municipality

7 Ms Manthlakeng Mahlangu Mayor Steve Tshwete Local 
Municipality

8 Dr Brigalia Bam Chairperson Independent Electoral 
Commission

9 Adv Dali Mpofu Group Executive South African Broadcasting 
Cooperation

10 Prof Muxe Nkondo Chairperson Heritage Transformation 
Task Team

11 Dr Mathole Motshekga Director Kara Heritage Institute

12 Dr Wally Serote Chief Executive Offi cer Freedom Park Trust

13 Ms Jane Mufamadi Special Projects 
Coordinator Freedom Park Trust

14 Mr Langa Zitha
Chairperson of the 
Environmental Affairs 
Standing Committee

Parliament of South Africa

15 Dr Eddie Maloka Head of the SAFA 2010 
Legacy Committee

Federation of International 
Federation Association

In Attendance
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The following provides a succinct summary of the key events that took place at the Ubuntu 
Imbizo, held at Botshabelo from the 16th to the 18th November 2006:

i. Traditional Ceremony

The offi cial event started on the afternoon of the 16th in a ceremony that signifi ed the African 
culture as Traditional Leaders, Healers and Practitioners from several communities around 
Mpumalanga Province gathered to invite the spirits of the ancestors to grace the occasion and 
pave the way for a successful event. 

The ceremony, as it is customary in the African culture, featured the slaughtering of cattle as 
a sacrifi ce to the ancestors, traditional singing and dance and many other activities that are 
associated with African celebrations. 

People danced and enjoyed themselves late into the night.

The leaders of these traditional institutions also used this time to deliberate on Ubuntu and came 
up with recommendations that they would table to the Imbizo.

ii. Speakers Sessions

On the 17th of November, several speakers gave speeches to an enthusiastic and very attentive 
audience in the marquee that mushroomed above the giant trees in the main garden of the 
beautifully landscaped Botshabelo.

On stage to receive the Ubuntu Award, (from left to right) Kgosi FP Kutama, 
Adv Dali Mpofu, Ms Mantlakeng Mahlangu, Mr Thabang Makwetla, 

Ms Nomsa Mtsweni, Ms Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka

A Summary of the Key Activities of the Ubuntu Imbizo
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The speakers ranged from Traditional Leaders, to the Deputy President, who addressed a 
wide variety of issues affecting both the Ubuntu philosophy and the many challenges facing 
the broader South African community. The complete text of the speeches is attached for 
reference.

iii. Awarding of the fi rst Ubuntu Award

The National Heritage Council launched the Heritage Awards at the Imbizo and presented the 
fi rst Ubuntu Award to former President of the ANC and South Africa, Dr Nelson Rolihlahla 
Mandela. The Ubuntu Award is conceived by the National Heritage Council as the fi rst of its kind 
to honour any citizen of the world who has distinguished her/himself as an embodiment and a 
champion of the values and principles of humanity, in a manner consistent with Ubuntu.

For his selfl ess contribution to the cause of humanity in our country and beyond, Dr Mandela 
is a fi tting fi rst recipient of the award. Future recipients will be decided by national consensus 
through a formal process that will start with the public nominations.

The award was accepted by the Deputy President of South Africa on behalf of Dr Mandela.

For his selfl ess contribution to the cause of humanity in our country 
and beyond, Dr Mandela is a fi tting fi rst recipient of the award.

Prof Muxe Nkondo chairing the Ubuntu Imbizo preparatory conference at UNISA on 
2 November 2006. Dr Wally Serote presenting a paper on Ubuntu at the conference
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A Summary of the Key Activities of the Ubuntu Imbizo (Continued)

iv. Unveiling of the Ubuntu Plaque at Botshabelo

In a moving and symbolic event, the Deputy President led the guests present at the Imbizo in 
unveiling a stone of remembrance celebrating the fi rst Ubuntu Imbizo at Botshabelo. 

Other leaders (traditional, government, civil society, business, parastatals, academic, etc) 
present at the unveiling ceremony, joined the Deputy President in a joint event of planting nine 
(9) trees around the stone of remembrance in a symbolic gesture signifying the unity of our 
nation. The Deputy President planted the National tree of South Africa whilst the other guests 
had other indigenous trees to plant.

Deputy President Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka and Premier Thabang Makwetla lifting the hand-
sculptured Ubuntu Award.

The Deputy President and Premier reading 
the plaque unveiled by her

The Deputy President planting the National 
tree (Yellow wood) to mark the fi rst 

Ubuntu Imbizo
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v. A People’s Assembly

Perhaps the most interesting part of the Imbizo was a moving session that afforded the hundreds 
of ordinary people, who gathered at the Imbizo, the opportunity to voice their issues, concerns 
and views.

In a very orderly way, considering the big turn out at the Imbizo, people took the podium and 
celebrated the national reawakening process that highlighted the importance of the Imbizo in a 
national context. They did so by reaffi rming the centrality of the Ubuntu way of life to the African 
people and how Ubuntu can become an important part of the national reconciliation agenda of 
the Country.

The contributions made during this session are summarised by highlighting the main and 
converging contributions. 

Some of the 3000 delegates at the Ubuntu Imbizo representing various 
organisations from around the country

Ubuntu can become an important part of the national reconciliation 
agenda of the Country.
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The Views of the People

Once the formal speeches and addresses were made, Delegates and ordinary people attending 
the Imbizo received the opportunity to air their views, concerns and appreciation of the event.

The following is a summary of the key issues as raised from the fl oor: 

• The Imbizo revisited the defi nitional and practical aspects of Ubuntu (honesty, sharing, 
human solidarity, compassion, respect, humility, communal values, etc.)

• Ubuntu was viewed as glue, pivotal in sustaining the social fabric of a society in times of 
distress, and as a remedy for the many social ills characterising the nation. 

• A strong view was expressed that requires strategies for cultivating ways of ensuring that our 
communities should be organised around the values of Ubuntu in a way that will translate 
to a change in behaviour and attitudes of individuals families and communities. This way 
Ubuntu will be re-entrenched and re-engendered as a way of life.

• Ubuntu and our collective humanity should be extended to the protection of the environment 
and the preservation of animal species. This assertion is consistent with the notion of a 
peaceful co-existence between the African communities, the wildlife and nature, long before 
the advent of conservation and the related fi elds were introduced to our shores.

• The Imbizo recognised the strides around several initiatives that entrenche Ubuntu that 
have been made by government, in the form of programmes like the Moral Regeneration 
Movement, Government Imbizo Programmes, Letsema and Batho Pele principles that 
underline the government commitment to putting people fi rst in the drive to improve service 
delivery, amongst others. The Imbizo noted that, crucial as these programmes are, an 
Ubuntu framework could help to enrich and broaden them whilst also integrating such 
programmes within public policy.

• The Imbizo made a clarion call to leaders across the spectrum of society to vocally and 
practically champion Ubuntu and to use this philosophy as a spring board for the consolidation 
of a national agenda.

• As we interact with the whole world let us project a human and caring face and we should 
use Ubuntu as a strategic resource for African Renaissance.

• Our growth as humanity is dependant on critical inter-state interventions where our national 
duty transcends our borders to lead ethical transformation of the world.

• Youth voices as future custodians of national values, and voices of all sectors of our society 
must be heard in the Ubuntu revival under the continuing theme of “Reclaiming Ubuntu for 
a better society.”
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• The Imbizo made a proposal that 16 December should be recognised as “Ubuntu and 
Reconciliation Day” or ‘Ubuntu Day” to symbolise the national commitment to Ubuntu. 

• National (racial) Reconciliation should be a product of a better understanding of Ubuntu 
amongst the racial and ethnic groups.

• The Imbizo emphasised the importance of elevating the gender dimensions of Ubuntu as 
critical in our quest to resolve gender inequality.

• The Imbizo recognised that Ubuntu is competing and is being dislodged and undermined by 
foreign values.

• The Imbizo delegates made a commitment to actively engage different institutions to 
vigorously drive and lead implementation of Ubuntu across the length and breadth of our 
society.

• Education and legislative reform are the most pivotal vehicles to sustain Ubuntu.

• As we forge ahead with our programme of reconstruction and development, the Imbizo 
challenged civil society, business, government and our communities in rural and urban 
terrains of our country to unleash all resources at their disposal and create time to revive 
and sustain Ubuntu.
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The Ubuntu Imbizo endorsed the recommendations of the Ubuntu Preparatory Workshop that 
took place on the 2nd November 2006 at UNISA and was attended by experts from the heritage 
sector.

The Imbizo therefore, resolved to campaign for the following:

1. The incorporation of Ubuntu into the formal education system and the school curriculum 
thereby making Ubuntu a critical foundation for the future generations of our country. 
The informal education and socialising agents should incorporate the principle in their 
programmes as well.

2. The establishment of a National (Graduate/Youth) Ubuntu Service to target new graduates 
to do voluntary community service in their respective professions. Such a service will be 
biased towards disadvantaged communities who are lacking in those professional areas. 
This should also include, to any extent possible, the out-of-school youth.

3. The establishment of a Corporate Ubuntu Investment Programme and encouragement of 
the Business Sector to contribute to the community development programmes as a gesture 
of Ubuntu over and above their formal Corporate Social Investment initiatives.

4. A campaign to mobilise all publishing fi rms/organisations to promote and publish work 
produced by African authors, especially written in indigenous languages, as part of a bigger 
programme for the restoration of the African culture and the preservation of our heritage.

5. To advise the Minister of Arts and Culture and to facilitate the process of the development 
of the White Paper on Ubuntu as a cornerstone of integrating Ubuntu values in all key 
government policies, legislation and programmes. 

6. Through the Department of Arts and Culture, to promote and campaign for the recognition 
of a National Ubuntu Day on the 16th December as a day set aside to encourage all South 
Africans to refl ect on their humanness and how they can best live it out. Such a day will 
become part of national calendar.

7. The Offi ce of the Deputy President should be requested to lead the Ubuntu campaign by 
adopting the key programmes that are proposed by the Imbizo as well as the facilitation of 
resources for implementation.  

The Ubuntu Imbizo further mandated the National Heritage Council, working together with all 
the relevant stakeholders and partners in the Arts and Culture fraternity, to work towards the 
establishment of a national programme of action based on the six resolutions above.

Imbizo Resolutions
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The staging of the fi rst Ubuntu Imbizo represents a resounding success for the people of South 
Africa and is thanks to a joint effort by many role players. The CEO of the National Heritage 
Council, Adv Sonwabile Mancotywa, on its behalf, expresses the gratitude of the organisation 
to all those who made this august event possible in the fi rst place. 

Special thanks and acknowledgement goes to our strategic partners, for making it possible for 
the Imbizo to be the success it was, by making available their human, fi nancial and material 
resources. 

Our partners in this event included:

• The Steve Tshwete Local Municipality;
• The Nkangal District Municipality; 
• The Mpumalanga Provincial Government led by Premier Makwetla;
• The South African Broadcasting Services; and
• The Freedom Park Trust.

The National Heritage Council is indebted to the Botshabelo Trust on behalf of the victorious 
Community of Botshabelo for making the land of their ancestors available as the fi rst venue to 
host the Ubuntu Imbizo. 

Special thanks go to personnel of the National Heritage Council, Mpumalanga Provincial 
Government, Steve Tshwete Local Municipality, Nkangala District Municipality as well as the 
safety and security and emergency and protection services.

Traditional leaders and traditional healers are also thanked for their role and for blessing this 
occasion with their presence. The people of Mpumalanga and many others who came from all 
the four corners of our country made this day a truly people’s day. Our gratitude goes to them.

Special Thanks and Acknowledgements

The staging of the fi rst Ubuntu Imbizo represents a resounding 
success for the people of South Africa and is thanks to a joint effort 
by many role players.
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Conclusions

The National Heritage Council welcomes the resolutions of the Ubuntu Imbizo without 
reservation. In line with the adopted positions on the Heritage Awards going forward and the 
resolutions themselves, the NHC pledges to work relentlessly and tirelessly in facilitating a 
conducive environment for all South Africans through their representative organisations to take 
their rightful place in shaping the future of the nation and ensuring that the legacy of those who 
came before them lives on.

Preserving our Heritage
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The next section of this report is dedicated to the presentation of all the speeches that were 
prepared and presented to the Imbizo.

1. Advocate Mancotywa – CEO National Heritage Council

Speech presented by Advocate Sonwabile Mancotywa, 
Chief Executive Offi cer of the National Heritage 
Council at the Ubuntu Imbizo held at Botshabelo, 
Middleburg, Mpumalanga.

Let me fi rst begin by underscoring the signifi cance of 
this Imbizo on Ubuntu. The many exchanges that are 
going to unfold here, pondering the concept of Ubuntu, 
represent more than just a deliberation. They symbolise 
the beginning of a journey back to the source. Ubuntu is 
the very source of our formation as a non-racial society. 
The South Africa of today, in its racial diversity, whose 
people owe their origin to the different parts of the globe, 
would not be possible without Ubuntu. 

The very fi rst European settlers to be integrated into our African society, back in the 17th century, 
were survivors of a shipwreck. Their ship had perished at sea leaving them without any means 
of returning home across the ocean, nor did they have any certainty that they would live to see 
the next day. They had been told that ours was a “Dark Continent” populated by savages. If 
anything, they had resigned themselves to being victims of “African savagery”. But their actual 
encounter with Africans proved quite the opposite of what they had feared. They were provided 
with food and shelter, and nursed back to health. They simply became equal members of our 
African society, essentially laying down a foundation for what would come to be known, centuries 
later, as a rainbow nation. Many of these survivors, as their intended Dutch rescuers came to 
realise, refused to leave their newly found African homes. 

I’m sure you will understand my profound surprise, therefore, at the fear expressed by the 
descendants of these benefi ciaries of African hospitality that post-1994 would unleash African 
vengeance upon whites. One would have thought that the experience of their fore-fathers 
would have taught them that humaneness is an intrinsic part of the African personality. Our re-
commitment to a non-racial society in 1994 and the subsequent initiatives at reconciliation are 
some of the many examples of this national character that is Ubuntu. 

Chief Executive Officer
Adv Sonwabile Mancotywa

Ubuntu is the very source of our formation as a non-racial society. 

Documents Presented to the Imbizo
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We have not come here, therefore, to romanticise about the past, nor invent anything new. 
Rather, we are here to talk about who we are, and what our being enables us to do.

To us as the National Heritage Council, this is a very important part of our mandate to promote 
our intangible heritage. This is a set of values that informs who we are, which, in turn, guides 
our individual and collective actions. As President Mbeki urged us earlier, in his Nelson Mandela 
lecture, this gathering is an attempt to promote a national ethos that will enable us to become 
the caring society that we seek to be. Without a corresponding value system, as the president 
reminded us, our national objectives will never become a reality. 

It is also befi tting that this gathering should be hosted here in Botshabelo, a place of refuge 
for Africans who had converted to Christianity. It was initially founded as a mission station in 
1866. Botshabelo remains a powerful indication that African culture can be adapted to a new 
environment, whilst not losing its essence. The founders of Botshabelo, though open to western 
infl uences, refused to renounce their African culture. They sought to create, what Steve Biko 
would later call, a joint-culture – one that is made up of the best of the African and Western 
worlds. When the missionaries forced them to renounce their cultural practices, the African 
converts chose to leave Botshabelo rather than submit to false notions of European cultural 
superiority. They went on to establish a new settlement – Mafolofolo, the place of gladness – and 
continued to practice their own culture, whilst also adopting the best of western infl uences.

A descendant of such proud people, it is therefore not surprising that Premier Makwetla is 
equally proud and passionate about the history and heritage of this beautiful province, where 
the sun the rises. That we have convened in Mpumalanga is thus a humble gesture of our 
deep appreciation for his ongoing efforts to unearth and preserve our rich African heritage and 
history. 

This province has amassed documentary and archaeological evidence to fore-ground the 
narratives about the grand achievements and the genius of our fore-fathers.  Needless to say, 
our presence here is a culmination of a fruitful process of consultation with several structures 
throughout the country from the presidency to the various provinces. And the very diverse inputs 
that will be made in this conference are a refl ection of that wide process of engagement. We 
realise that the success of this noble exercise hinges on the involvement of as many stake-
holders as possible. 

We are also mindful that our objective here is not only to deliberate on the subject of Ubuntu, 
but also to come up with concrete plans that will enable us to apply this philosophy in practical 
ways. 

I leave this task to the various speakers that will follow me. I have no doubt that they will provide 
suffi cient details and the precision that is necessary for the success of this worthy national 
project. 

Thank you for your attention.

1. Advocate Mancotywa – CEO National Heritage Council (Continued)
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Deputy President, Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka’s 
address at the National Imbizo on Ubuntu and Nation-
building in South Africa, Botshabelo-Steve Tshwete 
Municipality, Mpumalanga, 17 November 2006

The Premier of the Province Mr Thabang Makwetla, 
Kings and Queens of our Country, The Chairperson 
of the National House of Traditional Leaders Khosi 
Kutama, The CEO of the National Heritage Council 
Adv Sonwabile Mancotywa, Ladies and Gentlemen.

I am happy to join you today in what may go down as the most important gathering in the 
history of our young democracy’s efforts to consolidate the gains of the last 12 years and in our 
relentless attempts to build a better society for all. We salute the efforts of the National Heritage 
Council under the stewardship of Advocate Sonwabile Mancotywa of promoting our national 
pride, our heritage, thereby enhancing our national identity. The National Imbizo on Ubuntu and 
Nation-building is potentially one of the most signifi cant interventions in our effort to fi nd the right 
formula for social cohesion, national reconciliation and in defi ning our national identity. 

I am certain that participants in this Imbizo will attempt to answer the following questions that 
naturally arise when we refl ect on this subject of Ubuntu: Who are we as a nation, where are we 
and where do we want to be? While there may not be quick answers to these vexing questions 
and instant solutions to some of our complex problems, efforts such as these take us a step 
closer in our journey of self-discovery or should I say rediscovery. 

The symbolism of the choice of venue, Botshabelo – A place of refuge – is not lost in my mind, 
as it was in this place that a complex history of African interaction with Africans took place at 
various points in our history; it was here that many communities took refuge in this mission 
station; and it was also here that people were forcefully removed from their homes and are now 
being returned. This place, therefore, epitomises and it is a microcosm of the South African story 
and experience through colonial, apartheid and post-colonial history. It would be safe to assume 
that in this place and cultural heartland of our country Ubuntu was tested and demonstrated. 

In the last few years there has been a noticeable increase of South African voices calling for 
revival of Ubuntu to inform our societal values in order to tackle some of our societal challenges. 

2. Deputy President – Republic of South Africa – KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Deputy President
Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka
signing the Ubuntu pledge

Who are we as a nation, where are we and where do we want to be?
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2. Deputy President – Republic of South Africa – KEYNOTE ADDRESS 
(Continued)

This includes public opinion makers and public policy makers such as our former President 
Nelson Mandela who once called for the “RDP of the Soul”; president Thabo Mbeki who has 
been consistent in challenging our society to rediscover Ubuntu in order to defi ne our national 
character and identity; and Arch Bishop Tutu who has referred to Ubuntu as an essential 
ingredient of a genuine reconciliation process. Many other scholars and business leaders have 
been exploring possibilities of infusing Ubuntu values in business management practice and 
these include Rueul Khoza and Lovemore Mbigi.

In the last few months the voices calling for revival of Ubuntu have been getting louder, stronger 
and more sustained to warrant a serious consideration from scholars and public policy makers.  

Several articulations by President Mbeki on Ubuntu reveal both the government attitude as well 
as the vital role Ubuntu can potentially play in revitalising the African Renaissance. Perhaps 
more telling is his speech in Taung during the 2005 Heritage Day Celebrations; 

“Today government as well as civil society, uses elements of this value system of Ubuntu in 
their approaches to the day to day challenges. Some examples are the government’s Batho-
Pele campaign that seeks to place interests of the public at the centre of government work and 
delivery of services. Further, government as well as various communities have on different 
occasions embarked on programmes based on some of the basic elements of Ubuntu such as 
Letsema and Vuk’uzenzele to mobilise people to act together to advance the objective of better 
life.” 

However, we have not done enough to articulate and elaborate on what Ubuntu means as well 
as promoting this important value-system in a manner that should defi ne the unique identity 
of South Africans. Indeed there has not been a campaign to ensure that Ubuntu becomes 
synonymous with being South African. Clearly, we have a responsibility to utilise the many 
positive attributes of Ubuntu to build a non-racial, non-sexist and united South Africa. We 
also have to use, to better effect, the values and ethos of Ubuntu in our Moral Regeneration 
Campaign. This we should do because I am confi dent that all South Africans, black and white, 
will agree that this value system should characterise a South African.” 

We commend the National Heritage Council under the auspices of the Department of Arts and 
Culture together with co-organisers of this event for heeding the call from our president and 
exploring ways of making real and operationalising Ubuntu as a value system that assists in 
addressing some of the challenges of our society. This is also a challenge to our intellectuals 
to give concrete meaning to Ubuntu in the context of our public policies and in redefi ning our 
national identity.  

Let me now return to the basic fact about Ubuntu that a vast majority of us can relate to.  
Growing up in our various communities we have been socialised and been touch by values and 
practices of Ubuntu in many ways.  We have experienced at one point in our lives that sense 
of community where every member of the community always acted in a manner that showed 
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human solidarity. A neighbour was a neighbour not just in a physical sense of proximity but 
because of taking care of neighbour’s business whenever such a need arose. We grew up in 
communities where parents adopted an attitude that any child is my child and it took a village 
to raise a child. People worked as a team or ilima in a true sense of communalism. Because 
of this spirit of Ubuntu that permeated our communities, the weak, the young, the poor and the 
vulnerable were not as exposed to the harsh conditions of our society and dangers in our streets 
as is the case today.

Ubuntu acted as a social security network or fabric that cushioned many in our communities. 
As Reuel Khoza puts it in his book Let Africa Lead “To unravel the idea of Ubuntu is to explore 
the deepest levels of African being-in-the- world in all its intellectual and emotional complexity”.  
This statement reinforced a view that Ubuntu is deeply embedded in an African experience, 
psyche, worldview and outlook.  It, therefore, means that revival of Ubuntu will not be something 
strange and new for a majority as it has some resonance born out of collective memory and 
experiences. 

Given the picture painted above and the preponderance of Ubuntu in our communities at one 
point in time there is, as the President and many observers have refl ected, a serious decline 
in our values of Ubuntu and this is tearing our society apart and causing disintegration of our 
communities and families.  How do we explain such high levels of violence in our street and 
homes that have recently spilled over to our schools? How do we account for such high rates of 
rape (even within families and among relatives), family murder, child abuse, increase of street 
kids and street beggars?  How do we describe the wave of individualism and obsession with 
material wealth above all else and abdication from social responsibility by even those who have 
means to help? Where is an African family as we used to know? Can we still talk of a community 
and what has happened to the spirit of human solidarity and respect for elders? The whole 
notion of Umuntu wumuntu ngabantu seems to have been obliterated by modern developments 
and western infl uence. Have we really become an uncaring and unforgiving society? Is that the 
dominant feature that defi nes who we are today? How then do we recover our sense of human 
dignity in the absence of Ubuntu? I am posing these questions knowing full well that there are 
no easy or instant answers but I hope this Imbizo will guide us to start somewhere.  

In the last 12 years our democratic government has made great strides in improving the material 
conditions of the people in our society. Provision of basic services and building of infrastructure 
has been at the heart of our macro economic and social policies. There are, of course, still 
challenges in the area of fi ghting poverty and unemployment. The greatest challenge has been, 
as Mandela puts it, provision of the RDP of the Soul which in essence is the infusion of Ubuntu 
into our policies and mindset. 

Have we really become an uncaring and unforgiving society? Is that 
the dominant feature that defi nes who we are today?
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This Imbizo is, therefore, a timely intervention in our society’s attempt to provide RDP of the 
soul.  The greatest challenge facing every one of us here and in our various communities is   
addressing these challenges using Ubuntu. How can we reincarnate our society with a spirit 
of Ubuntu by making concrete policy interventions and suggestions instead of sentimental 
utterances to make positive impact on people’s lives? As the head of the Moral Regeneration 
programme I will be keenly interested in your advice on how to re-energise our campaign 
utilising values of Ubuntu. 

If this conference is to be viewed as a success, clear concrete suggestions and a proposed 
practical programme of action must emerge from the process being launched here today. I have 
no illusions that all answers can be provided in these few days but a road map can certainly 
emerge even if in its rudimentary form. Our government is willing and able to listen and embrace 
suggestions from this initiative.  

The wonderful thing about Ubuntu is that it embodies universal human values hat are essentially 
not in contradiction with values of our diverse communities in the country. Ubuntu values are 
also found in Christianity, Islam, Jewish religion, Hindu, Buddhism and in Bahai faith. It is for this 
reason that Ubuntu could provide a platform that every racial and cultural group of this country 
can relate to. We could begin this work so that even visitors who come to our country and those 
who will come for 2010 can begin to experience the legendary spirit of Ubuntu.  

I am convinced that African renaissance and the African Century cannot be realisable without 
invoking and embracing values of Ubuntu in re-branding our country and the continent at large.  
When we embrace these values a new African Dawn that will mark the beginning of the Age of 
Hope shall emerge.  Let us all return to our communities, families, workplaces and organisations 
and keep the fl ame of Ubuntu burning until this spirit transforms our society into a better place 
for all. 

2. Deputy President – Republic of South Africa – KEYNOTE ADDRESS 
(Continued)
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In the last few months the voices calling for revival of Ubuntu 
have been getting louder ...

“Contextualising Ubuntu within our national democratic 
revolution” Thabang Makwetla, Premier of Mpumalanga

In my brief refl ection on this important subject I will raise 
more questions than provide answers thus, generating 
more heat than light. This approach, I hope, will help 
stimulate a more honest and rigorous debate whilst 
providing context to the issues being discussed. 

In the last few years there has been an increasing wave 
of social and political commentaries calling for revival of 
Ubuntu values to tackle some of our societal challenges. In 
the last few months the voices calling for revival of Ubuntu 
have been getting louder, stronger and more sustained to 
warrant a serious consideration from scholars and public 
policy makers.  

To make but a few examples of these references to Ubuntu:
Bishop Desmond Tutu makes repeated reference to Ubuntu as a key factor in South African 
reconciliation in his book No Future without Forgiveness, 2000. A more consistent clarion call 
for the revival of Ubuntu for Nation Building has been that of President Thabo as shown in the 
following excerpts from his speeches: 

“…We have not done enough to articulate and elaborate on what Ubuntu means as well as 
promoting this important value-system in a manner that should defi ne the unique identity 
of South Africans. Indeed, there has not been a campaign to ensure that Ubuntu becomes 
synonymous with being South African. …Clearly, we have a responsibility to utilise attributes of 
Ubuntu to build a non-racial, non-sexist and united South Africa. We also have to use, to better 
effect, the values of Ubuntu in our Moral Regeneration Campaign. This we should do because 
I am confi dent that all South Africans, black and white, will agree that this value system should 
characterise a South African. (Thabo Mbeki’s Address on the occasion of the Heritage Day 
celebrations, Taung, Northwest. 24 September 2005) 

“…Many of our people turned their backs from the important elements of Ubuntu of humanism, 
compassion, and solidarity, which ensured that none among our people would go hungry 
when others live the life of luxury” (Thabo Mbeki’s opening of the National House of Traditional 
Leaders, City of Tshwane, 4 May 2006). 

Premier of Mpumalanga 
Thabang Makwetla

3. Mr Thabang Makwetla – Premier of Mpumalanga
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It is, I want to believe, in this context that the National Heritage Council saw it fi t to respond to 
these voices by organising this programme on Ubuntu and Nation Building. 

Perhaps on an occasion like this one I have to go back to the basic question: Does culture really 
matter in major societal transformations. Or alternatively, what value does the Ubuntu value 
system and worldview add to our social democratic revolution? What difference does it make 
if we have or have not infused Ubuntu into our social fabric? In a classical sense of Marxism, 
there is a base (economy) and a superstructure (culture, laws etc) and in this arrangement the 
superstructure is merely a manifestation of the relations and forces at the base.

In this analysis it would appear as though culture is of secondary consideration as the economic 
relations have a determinant role. But this position has since been refi ned even amongst Marxist 
scholars as they realised that relationship between culture and economic organisation of society 
is a complex one that can not be apprehended in a one-dimensional view of determinism. 
Scholars from many schools of thought do accept the fact that culture matters in major societal 
transformation. 

The next question is how do we elevate Ubuntu from broad philosophical statements into 
specifi c programmes that begin to assist in addressing our societal challenges and problems 
and inform policies?  What are the policy implications of infusing Ubuntu into our public policy 
programmes? Perhaps these questions are best articulated in the following statement by the 
president; 

“…we have a possibility to act in ways that would for the foreseeable future, infuse the values 
of Ubuntu into our very being as a people. But what is it that constitutes Ubuntu beyond the 
standard and yet correct rendition Motho ke Motho ka motho yo mongoe: Umuntu ngumuntu 
ngabantu!” (Thabo Mbeki’s address during the 4th Annual Nelson Mandela Lecture at Wits 
University, 29 July 2006)

This statement challenges us to think beyond these repeatedly deployed lines when trying to 
explain what Ubuntu is. I believe this is the precise mission of this gathering. In this workshop 
we are on a threshold of coming up with concrete suggestions on how to use Ubuntu for Nation 
Building and how to infuse it in a manner that begins to under-gird our key strategic public 
policies. In doing this we must be guided by our national imperatives informed by the national 
agenda that is expressed in our National Democratic Revolution.

We therefore must always ask ourselves, what are the specifi c areas of intervention and what 
problems are we trying to address, for without that clarity this exercise will be in vain. 

The last point I would like to raise is a vexing issue of multi-culturalism and racial diversity.  We 
all know that we have emerged from a deeply divided society and the legacy of this is the fact 
that we tend to emphasise the diversity and multi-cultural nature of our society more than unity 
and the ties that bind us. Consequently, cultural space is highly contested. 

3. Mr Thabang Makwetla – Premier of Mpumalanga (Continued)
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How, then, are we going to convince the rest of our society that elevation of Ubuntu into a 
national programme is not an imposition of a value-system of one section of our society, granted 
that it is a majority culture, in a manner that won’t be seen as cultural chauvinism?  

These are concrete challenges and questions that will confront us as we try to promote Ubuntu 
as a vehicle for nation building particularly in the area of fostering social cohesion and national 
identity. The fact that I raise these questions sharply must not be interpreted as any indication 
of scepticism or doubt in terms of what a strategic resource such as Ubuntu can bring to our 
society. It is merely to focus us on key issues that need to be addressed before we emerge with 
a programme that forms the basis for a blueprint for our nation.

Let me again thank you for inviting me to share my thoughts on this important subject. I wish 
you the best of luck as you weave through these issues during the course of this workshop and 
more importantly beyond the workshop itself. 

In this workshop we are on a threshold of coming up with concrete 
suggestions on how to use Ubuntu for Nation Building ...
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Message from Dr Nelson Mandela on acceptance of the 
Ubuntu Award on 17 November 2006 read by Deputy 
President of South Africa, Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka 
at the Ubuntu Imbizo held at Botshabelo, Middelburg, 
Mpumalanga

Distinguished guests, Comrades, Ladies and Gentlemen.

It is a great honour to be the fi rst recipient of an award.  Let 
me say at once that I am grateful to the National Heritage 
Council for honouring me in this way.  Of course, it is 
impossible for me to receive the fi rst Ubuntu Award as an 
individual.  In the spirit of Ubuntu, we receive it on behalf 
of all those South Africans who have sacrifi ced so much 
in contributing to the development of a national heritage 
which is truly South African and which can be owned by 
all South Africans. 

 
As we build our shared future while confronting our divided past, may we never forget the 
many individuals and communities who have gone before us.  South Africa has a history of 
extraordinary richness.  This richness is a resource for us all, especially the youth.  We will pay 
a heavy price if we neglect it.  Our sincere hope is that the South African Heritage Awards will 
contribute signifi cantly to the recognition, promotion and sharing of excellence in the heritage 
sector.

The sharing of excellence speaks to us of Ubuntu – that profound African sense that we are 
human only through the humanity of other human beings.  We have said before that Ubuntu is 
not a parochial phenomenon, but rather has added globally to our common search for a better 
world.  Our heritage is the world’s heritage.  And our heritage should be lived in the present.  The 
spirit of Ubuntu should inform the way we live in the world.  We should strive for excellence in the 
living of Ubuntu, and not allow it to become merely a subject of study by heritage institutions.

And above all, it should not become a piece of rhetoric behind which we shield to avoid 
confronting the almost systemic acts of conduct amongst ourselves and towards others that 
fundamentally belie a spirit of Ubuntu.

We applaud the National Heritage Council’s initiative in launching the South African Heritage 
Awards.  And we thank the Council for remembering a very old man in its deliberations.  May 
your initiative sow the seeds for a rich harvest.

I thank you.
NR Mandela

4. Deputy President – Republic of South Africa: 
Ubuntu Acceptance Speech on behalf of 

Dr Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela

Dr Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela
First recipient of the 

Ubuntu Award
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Media Statement by the CEO of the National Heritage Council
Advocate Sonwabile Mancotywa

16 November 2006

The National Heritage Council has responded to the public request by President Thabo Mbeki 
that there should be a campaign towards making Ubuntu a reality. The Ubuntu Imbizo held at 
Botshabelo in Middelburg, Mpumalanga from 16 to 18 November 2006 is the beginning of this 
initiative. People from around South Africa will seek best ways of making this complex African 
philosophy of Ubuntu practical and valuable to all spheres of life as well as Nation building.

This Imbizo will be attended by Traditional Leaders, Traditional Healers, Leaders of different 
faith groups, intellectuals and ordinary people. The three day event will start with a traditional 
ritual on the 16th November midday followed by the Ubuntu discussion on the 17th. 

The aim of this Ubuntu Imbizo is to provide the public with an opportunity to assist in simplifying 
the concept, and make it understandable. Four areas for critical discussions that will inform 
continuous debates during this campaign are:

1. Philosophical foundations of Ubuntu within an African and global context;
2. The nature of problems that South Africa is encountering and possible responses using 

Ubuntu;
3. Ubuntu as a national policy and the challenge of implementation; moving from a cultural 

attribute to a public policy; and 
4. The challenge of implementing Ubuntu in a multicultural and previously deeply divided 

society.

A preparatory meeting for the Ubuntu Imbizo was attended by a selected group of academics, 
heritage practitioners and ordinary citizens at UNISA in Pretoria on the 2nd of November where 
critical propositions were made by the delegates. The proposals will be tabled at the Ubuntu 
Imbizo for the public to express their views and refi ne, and a proposal for government to consider 
will be handed over by the NHC. The following are some of the key suggestions:

1. Ubuntu should be incorporated into the education system and particularly the school 
curriculum;

2. A National Graduate Ubuntu Service where the least developed communities are focused 
on should be implemented;

3. Businesses should contribute more genuinely to ‘Corporate Ubuntu Investment’ without 
being more interested in the public relations mileage that may be derived;

Pre-Imbizo Press Release

The sharing of excellence speaks to us of Ubuntu – that profound 
African sense that we are human only through the humanity of 
other human beings.
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4. Publishers should open doors for African authors to publish material about Ubuntu;
5. A White Paper on Ubuntu should be drafted with the aim of infl uencing policy and legislation; 

and
6. Government should endorse a day for South Africa to celebrate Ubuntu.

Ubuntu should be the base of the ‘higher transformation’ towards nation building and social 
cohesion. The unifi ed identity of the culturally diverse South Africans will be found in their soul 
and it is the concept of Ubuntu that can provide this dream.

Our effort to start this campaign is to honour Dr Rolihlahla Nelson Mandela as the fi rst recipient 
of the Ubuntu Award. He has accepted the honour. His grandson, Ndaba Mandela will receive 
the award at the Ubuntu Imbizo on Saturday, 18 November 2006 at Botshabelo in Middelburg, 
Mpumalanga Province. 

Former President Mandela embodies the truest spirit of Ubuntu, a truly unique South African 
philosophy of putting people fi rst. There is no dispute that we are a diverse society, all of us have 
consistently embraced this diversity as a source of strength to unite our people; something our 
former president does with great passion and conviction.

The Ubuntu Award aims to become South Africa’s version of prestigious international awards 
such as the Nobel Peace Prize for humanitarian efforts.  The award will be open to any global 
fi gure that lives the concept of Ubuntu, that of putting people fi rst. Whilst the inaugural award to 
Dr Mandela was unanimously decided upon by the National Heritage Council, the future awards 
will be an open process where the public will be requested to provide nominees.

The Ubuntu Award is the pinnacle award of the National Heritage Council’s annual Heritage 
Awards that will be launched at the Ubuntu Imbizo. The formal process of calling for nominations 
will start in 2007. The Heritage Awards will acknowledge excellence by communities, public and 
private institutions who contribute to the development and transformation of heritage in South 
Africa.

Issued by the National Heritage Council 
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